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I. The title of this article stems from a letter to the editor of the Lewiston Morning Tribune published on January 22, 2007 at 8A.
t While this article was being prepared for publication, several pertinent events occurred. First,
in January 2008, the Nez Perce Tribe again announced plans to issue gillnet permits to its members, and
once again, only one fish was caught. Eric Barker, Tribal Fishermen Net One Steelhead, The Lewiston
Morning Tribune (Jan. 17, 2008). The decision to issue permits led to the same criticism as the 2007
decision to do the same, with one important addition: in February a member of Idaho's House of Representatives (supported by the Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife) introduced a bill requiring nontribal
members to obtain a license and pay a fee for each fish purchased from nonlicensed sellers. Dean A.
Ferguson, Proposed Legislation Targets Tribal Gill Nets, The Lewiston Morning Tribune (Feb. 7,
2008). The cost of the license and fee ($500 for the license and $50 per fish) would effectively eliminate the chance of any nontribal members purchasing fish from tribal members. While the bill was
purportedly introduced to protect citizens from the potential health risks of "buying fish out of the back
of a pickup," the bill's sponsor acknowledged that the law has the consequence of "discouraging" tribal
gillnetting. Id.
Second, in April 2008, four Northwest tribes entered into an agreement with the Bonneville
Power Administration and other federal agencies in which the government agreed to provide $900
million for fish habitat restoration. Brad Gary, Tribe Has ConcernsAbout Deal,The Lewiston Morning
Tribune (April 8, 2008). The Nez Perce Tribe, however, was not a party to the proposed settlement, and
maintained its position that the dams on the Snake River and the Columbia have a "significant impact"
on fish and the tribe, and that the tribe still wishes for the dams to be taken down. ld.; Matthew Daly,
$540M In New Projects in Salmon Deal, The Associated Press (April 9, 2008).
* J.D. 2007, Lewis & Clark Law School 2007. Member, Oregon State Bar. The author wishes to
thank Professor Robert Miller for his comments and encouragement.
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White people put seventeen dams between salmon and their
Columbia and Snake river spawning grounds. White people took river water to irrigate their farms and returned it
laden with fish-killing fertilizer and pesticides. White people, mostly, logged the forests, grazed cattle on the plains,
and built riverside factories, sending silt and pollution into
the rivers. White fisherman in the Pacific Ocean caught
more than half the Columbia River salmon. So when the
river's salmon runs hit a twenty-year low in 1980, white
fisherman and white governments naturally blamed the Indians.2
I. INTRODUCTION

On Wednesday, January 17, 2007, the Nez Perce Tribe's Fish and Wildlife Commission issued a permit that would allow the use of 100-foot gillnets in the Snake River Basin of Idaho, specifically in the Clearwater
River.3 Gillnetting is a form of fishing that employs the use of specificallysized mesh nets, specific to the species the fisherman desires to catch.4 The
nets are constructed so that a fish is able to get its head and gills through the
net, but not its body.5 When the fish attempts to back out of this trap, its
gills become caught in the net. 6 While the Nez Perce Tribe has issued gillnet permits for fishing in the Columbia River, the Tribe had not allowed
gillnetting in the Snake River Basin.'
The permit led to a firestorm of letters to the editor from members of the
abundant sports-fishing community that inhabits the area surrounding the
Nez Perce reservation. Letters to the editor of the Lewiston Morning Tribune, the largest regional newspaper in the area, included accusations that
the Nez Perce had blatantly broken a recent promise never to use gillnets in
the rivers 8 to the oft-heard "if they want their 'rights' then they should go
back to using bow and arrows ... ,9 When all was said and done (at least
regarding the initial fishing permit), the result was less than exciting, and,

2. Roberta Ulrich, Empty Nets 159 (Or. St. Univ. Press 1999).
3. Eric Barker, Gillnetting Could Start Today, The Lewiston Morning Tribune IA (Jan. 18, 2007).
4. Commercial Fishing Nets, www.memphisnet.net/category/nets (last accessed February 12,
2008).
5. Id.
6. id.
7. Brad Gary, Tribe Announces Plan to Step Up Commercial Steelhead Harvest, The Lewiston
Morning Tribune 1A (Jan. 13, 2007).
8. John D. Patterson, Ltr. to the Ed., Gill Nets and Credibility,The Lewiston Morning Tribune 6A
(Feb. 8, 2007).
9. Bob Canup, Ltr, to the Ed., Back to Bow, Arrow, The Lewiston Morning Tribune 3F (Feb. 11
2007).
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on its face, less than significant: one tribal fisherman caught one hatchery
steelhead on the Clearwater River.' 0
So why the problem? Was it worth the certain and foreseeable disruption
of tribal/local relations (relations that are already strained by the ongoing
hostility towards the Tribe's casino and the Tribe's efforts to breach the
Columbia and Snake River dams) to allow the catching of one steelhead?
The Tribe asserts that issuing gillnet permits is part of its plan to take advantage of the 50 percent take of fish provided to it by its treaty with the
United States; the Tribe has historically never taken even close to its share,
and probably could not do so without the use of gillnets.11
Context and history indicate that the Tribe's purpose may lie well beyond
a present desire to catch a few fish. For several years the Nez Perce Tribe
was locked in litigation and settlement proceedings over the water rights
implied from treaty fishing rights, culminating in a final settlement in
March 2005.12 Further, the Tribe has long expressed a desire to restore
"normative river conditions" to the Snake and Columbia Rivers through
drawdowns, and possibly through the breaching of dams. 13 In addition,
comments made by Rebecca Miles, chair of the Nez Perce Tribal Executive
Committee, expressed dismay and dissatisfaction over management of cer14
tain fisheries, indicating an agenda beyond the simple issuing of permits.
This comment uses the recent Nez Perce fish management decision as a
central point to discuss the legal and political history of the Nez Perce Tribe
regarding fish and fishing rights, and how the current gillnetting plan fits
into the Tribe's current struggle to maintain that important aspect of its culture. Section II explores the central and indispensable place of the salmon
and steelhead fisheries in Nez Perce society and culture, both historically
and in the present. Section 111examines the legal issues specifically surrounding the current gillnetting plan, including an application of the Supreme Court's Puyallup trilogy of cases and how the plan intersects with
the Endangered Species Act 15 and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration's National Marine Fisheries Service. Section IV discusses
the Nez Perce Tribe's continuing battle to enhance and take part in enhancing and stimulating wild fisheries, as well as the potential role and place of
the current plan in relation to those efforts. This comment concludes that,
10.

Eric Barker, Tribal Gillnetter Catches One Steelhead, The Lewiston Morning Tribune IA (Jan.

26, 2007).
11.

Id.

12. In re SRBA, No. 39676, Subcase No. 03-10022 (Idaho Dist. Ct. June 4, 2002); Alexander Hays,
The Nez Perce Water Rights Settlement and the Revolution in Indian County, 36 Envtl. L. 869 (2006).
13. Michael C. Blumm, et al., Saving Snake River Water and Salmon Simultaneously: The Biological, Economic, and Legal Case for Breachingthe Lower Snake River Dams, Lowering John Day Reservoir, and Restoring NaturalRiver Flows, 28 Envtl. L. 997, 1003 (1998).
14. Gary, supra n. 7 (Ms. Miles stated: "We would rather have the hatcheries managed to boost the
wild runs and to provide a fishery as well, like we are doing with fall Chinook... the steelhead hatcheries are just not managed that way").
15. Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1531 (2006).
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despite catching only one steelhead, the Nez Perce Tribe's decision to issue
gillnetting permits, as it is legally permitted to do, serves an important purpose not only for tribal fishing rights, but also for awareness and potential
action on tribal and environmental fishing issues.
II. FIsHING, ANADROMOUS FISH AND THE NEz PERCE PEOPLE

A. History and Culture
In the seminal Indian treaty rights case United States v. Winans, 16 the Supreme Court noted that Indian fishing rights were "not much less necessary
to the existence of the Indians than the atmosphere they breathed." 17 This is
certainly true regarding the Nez Perce Tribe. According to traditional Nez
Perce history, from the very dawn of the Tribe's existence the waters of the
northwest and the fish that inhabit them have been central to Nez Perce
culture and lifestyle. The Nez Perce creation story begins, aptly, with the
protagonist Coyote (who appears in Nez Perce lore as both savior and
scamp) building a fish ladder at the site of Celilo Falls so that the salmon
could move freely up stream for the people (ancestors of the yet-to-becreated Nez Perce Tribe) to catch and eat. 18 Coyote went on to create the
various tribes of the region using the body parts of a great monster that he
had slain. 19 The Nez Perce, however, did not spring from a foot or scalp:
Coyote created them using the water he had used to wash his hands of the
monster's blood. 20 Thus, from their traditional inception the Nez Perce
21
people have been linked to the water and fish of the region.
Fish, as a staple of the Nez Perce diet, have always been an integral part
of the Nez Perce society. 22 Before the introduction of horses, which paved
the way for hunting expeditions to neighboring mountains as well as more
efficient travel between fishing grounds, salmon, along with camas and
other roots and berries, constituted the entirety of the Nez Perce Tribe's
food supply. 23 Principal to the Nez Perce diet were the anadromous fish24
16. U.S. v. Winans, 198 U.S. 371, 381 (1905).
17. Id. at 381.
18. Archie Phinney, Nez Perce Texts, pg. 26 (Columbia Univ. Press 1934).
19. Id. at 29.
20. Id. Salmon play a prominent role in several of the Nez Perce tribe's traditional stories. See,
e.g., "The Maiden and Salmon" Id. at 222. In "The Maiden and the Salmon," Salmon and his wife, both
human, escape from their pursuers by jumping into the waters and transforming themselves into fish,
along the way exemplifying Nez Perce ideals of immortality through water and restoring salmon to the
streams. Joseph E. Taylor III, Making Salmon: An Environmental History of the Northwest Fisheries
Crisis31 (Weyerhaeuser Environmental Books 1999).
21. See also Sen. Comm. on Indian Affairs, Snake River Rights Act: Hearing on S.B. 2605, 108th
Cong. (2004) [hereinafter Hearing] (statement of Anthony D. Johnson, Chairman, Nez Perce Tribal
Executive Committee) ("Nez Perce people define themselves in terms of their relationship to water and
fish").
22. Handbook of American Indians North of Mexico 66-67 (Frederick W. Hodge ed., Govt. Printing Off. 1975).
23. Id.
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species that inhabit the rivers of the inland northwest. 25 The Nez Perce
subsistence cycle involved traveling year to year on the same well-traveled
routes through the canyons of the Snake, Clearwater, Grande Ronde, and
Salmon Rivers, primarily to follow the salmon runs.26 In addition to those
rivers and their tributaries, the Nez Perce historically took part in the fishing and trading that occurred between several of the region's tribes at Celilo
Falls on the Columbia River. 7
It is difficult if not impossible to acquire accurate numbers, however, it
has been estimated that at one time the Nez Perce maintained at least fifty
fishing sites in the Snake River basin, "each of which could produce between 300 and 700 salmon a day."28 Others estimate that the annual
amount of salmon caught (and consumed) could vary anywhere from 1.5
million pounds to 2.8 million pounds per year. 29 The numbers could be
even larger still: a recent study estimates that tribal take (including all tribes
along the Columbia and Snake Rivers, not just the Nez Perce) pre-1850
could have reached 41 million pounds annually. 30 Given this background, it
should be no surprise that aside from land and token payments to certain
tribal chiefs, the only truly bargained-for provision of the Governor Stevens
treaties of 1855 were those provisions relating to the tribal reserved right to
take fish.3"

Despite the negative outcome of the 1855 treaties for the Nez Perce and
other tribes involved,32 it was to some degree born out of necessity. During
the relatively short time from when the Corps of Discovery first entered
Nez Perce country in 1805 until the arrival of Isaac Stevens (governor of
the newly created Washington Territory) in 1853, the northwest (and, thus,
the territory of the Nez Perce) saw a surge in white settlers who eventually
came to want land as well as the furs and native provisions that they had
24. Anadromous fish are those species who begin their lives in freshwater, migrate to the sea where
they spend the majority of their adult lives, and then return to their freshwater spawning grounds to
reproduce. Thus, negative impacts on the fish at a very specific area of the run will have adverse effects
throughout the system. For a comprehensive discussion on anadromous fish, their lifecycle, and their
place in the northwest, see Michael C. Blumm, Sacrificing the Salmon 31 (Bookworld Publishers 2002);
Robert J. Miller, Speaking With Forked Tongues: Indian Treaties, Salmon, and the EndangeredSpecies
Act, 70 Or. L. Rev. 543 (1991).
25. Hearing, supra n. 21.
26. Alan G. Marshall, Fish, Water, and Nez PerceLife, 42 Idaho L. Rev. 763, 779 (2006).
27. Alvin M. Josephy, Jr., The Nez Perce Indians and the Opening of the Northwest 22 (2d ed.,
Mariner Books 1997). Today, the Nez Perce consider the Columbia River from Celilo Falls upstream to
the Snake River, the Snake River to the Palouse River, and the Snake River and all its tributary drainage
systems (such as the Palouse, Tucannon, Clearwater, Grande Ronde, Salmon, Weiser, and Payette
Rivers) as their "usual and accustomed places" (discussed infra Section ll). Marshall, supra n. 26, at
773. In addition, many consider the headwaters of the Snake River in Yellowstone as usual and accustomed places, bringing the total states that contain traditional Nez Perce waters to at least five: Idaho,
Washington, Oregon, Montana, and Wyoming. Id.
28. Taylor, supra n. 20, at 20.
29. Marshall, supra n. 26, at 782-88.
30. Blumm, supra n. 24, at 53.
31. Id.at 60.
32. In total, the treaties extinguished native claims to around 64 million acres of land. Id. at 62.
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been obtaining from the Tribe.33 This surge only intensified with the passing of the Oregon Land Donation Act of 1850, which authorized homesteading of Indian land, free of charge, to those who met the minimal requirements. 34 Given this surprisingly swift invasion of their land, it is no
surprise that Nez Perce chiefs around 1853 knew that something needed to
be done, whether peaceful or not.35 Despite a lack of agreement on what
should be done, the Nez Perce arrived in impressive numbers at Stevens's
Walla Walla Valley treaty council.36 When all was said and done, and after
approximately two weeks of "negotiations," the Nez Perce actually faired
better than the majority of the other tribes. 37 The Tribe accepted a reservation of approximately five thousand square miles, and relinquished very
little land that they actually considered their own.38
In reaching the 1855 agreement, the requirement that fishing rights be reserved was well known to both sides. 39 Aside from concerns over exclusive
fishing and hunting on the reservation, the tribes were equally if not more
concerned with maintaining access to traditional fishing grounds so as to
assure a sufficient number of fishing sites and access to runs. n° In letters to
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs sent before the 1855 treaty, Governor
Stevens acknowledged the importance of the fisheries to the tribes and
stated that it "never could have been the intention of Congress that Indians
should be excluded from their ancient fisheries .
1,,41
Further, research
conducted by and for Governor Stevens before the treaty council identified
the fact that fisheries were central to tribal economic structure, and that
"allowing" the tribes to maintain those fisheries would be central to reaching any kind of agreement with the tribes.42 As such, the Treaty of 1855
expressly reserved the "exclusive right of taking fish in all the streams
where running through or bordering [the reservation]" as well as "the right

33. Id. at 56.
34. Donation Land Claim Act of 1850, (Sept. 27, 1850), 9 Stat. 496.
35. Josephy, Jr., supra n. 27, at 292.
36. Id. at 315.
37. Id. at 334.
38. Id. at 336. Of course, how the Nez Perce fared cannot be examined by reading the words of the
1855 treaty. Continuing intrusion by white settlers and the failure of the US Government to pay the
annuities promised to the tribe under the Treaty of 1855 led to further treaty negotiations and a new
treaty in 1863. Id. at 418-26. The Treaty of 1863 diminished the Nez Perce reservation considerably
under the guise that the tribe would be better protected from white settlers if the reserve were smaller.
Id. at 422. It does not take a cynic to believe that the real reason was probably the discovery of gold on
the diminished portion of the reservation. Id. The new reservation excluded the Wallowa Valley, home
to many of the Nez Perce people who refused to negotiate at the 1863 council. Id. For an in-depth and
intriguing discussion on the events surrounding these treaties and the interaction between the various
Nez Perce chiefs. Id.
at 418-432.
39. Blumm, supra n. 24, at 60; Miller, supra n. 24 at 552-56.
40. Id. at 62.
41. ld.at6l.
42. Rollie Wilson, Removing Dam Development to Recover Columbia Basin Treaty Protected
Salmon Economies, 24 Am. Indian L. Rev. 357, 369-370 (2000).
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of taking fish at ' 43
all usual and accustomed places in common with citizens
Territory.
the
of
The value of and need for such provisions became increasingly apparent
not long after the parties signed the 1855 treaty. Until the 1880s, there were
very few disputes over native fishing due in large part to the abundance of
fish and the fact that the territory had yet to be substantially overrun with
white settlers. 44 Eventually, the adverse effects of white settlers, settlements, and new industries began to show. During the 1850s, the boom of
the logging industry led to over a hundred sawmills dotting the banks of the
area's rivers.45 Along with the dust and debris from the mills, logjams
blocked access to spawning grounds, raised water temperatures, held back
spring flows, and destroyed salmon habitat. 46 Further, the non-native fishing industry picked up considerably with the introduction of new technology such as the fish wheel and the increased use of canned goods.47 The
non-native commercial fish harvesters fished near the mouth of the Columbia River and the mouths of tributaries, using methods that had the ability to
catch huge portions of every run.48 In addition, near the end of the 19th
century motorized fishing fleets were introduced to the region, allowing
commercial harvesters to catch a large percentage of the fish before they
reached freshwater. 49 As a result of these industry enhancements, tribes
further up the Columbia and Snake River basins (like the Nez Perce) were
left with the few fish that remained.50 Despite stepped-up conservation
measures at the start of 20th century, the continued growth in ocean trolling
plus the massive-scale Columbia and Snake River hydroelectric projects led
to a low of 500,000 fish returning to their spawning grounds in the late
1990s, a drastic change from the estimated eleven million salmon that once
spawned in the Columbia River Basin.5t

43. Treaty with the Nez Perce, (June 11, 1855), 12 Stat. 957. The legal implication of the treaty
will be discussed infra, Section 11I.
44. Blumm, supra n. 24, at 63.
45. Michael C. Blumm & James Brunberg, "Not Much Less Necessary... Than the Atmosphere
They Breathed:" Salmon, Indian Treaties, and the Supreme Court- A Centennial Remembrance of
United States v. Winans and Its Enduring Significance, 46 Nat. Resources J. 489, 506 (2006).
46. Id.
47. Blumm, supra n. 24, at 64.
48. Blumm & Brunberg, supra n. 45, at 507.
49. Id. at 508.
50. Blumm, supra n. 24, at 64-65.
51. Melissa Powers, The Spirit of the Salmon: How the Tribal Restoration Plan Could Restore
Columbia Basin Salmon, 30 Envtl. L. 867, 869, 877 (2000). For a more detailed discussion on the
decline of salmon throughout the 20th century and its impact on northwest tribes, see generally Ulrich,
supra n. 2.
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B. Fish and ContemporaryNez Perce Society
The Nez Perce Tribe is undoubtedly "modem," however culture and history remain an important aspect of tribal society. 52 The Nez Perce Cultural
Resources Program currently has a staff of 30 and provides and maintains
such services as oral history and native traditions, archaeological preservation, and traditional language.53 Fish and the waters of the Northwest have
remained an important aspect of daily Nez Perce life.54 Traditional tribal
dinners accompany all significant community and individual celebrations,
and per tradition those dinners necessarily include traditional native foods
such as salmon and other fishy. While the contemporary Nez Perce people
could obviously survive physically on a diet that did not include fish, the
Tribe continues to recognize the importance of fish to the Tribe's culture
and history by following strict guidelines in the capturing and consuming of
fish, especially for ceremonial and traditional purposes.56

Considering that the Tribe created and developed the modem Nez Perce
tribal government due to the necessity of having strong leadership for the
purpose of pursuing treaty violations related to fish, it should be no surprise
that the current Nez Perce government maintains an extremely strong focus
on the fisheries. The Nez Perce Tribe Department of Fisheries Resource
Management currently employs over 20 employees spread over seven different divisions.5 7 The Department of Fisheries is in charge of maintaining
a 13 million acre watershed, with the goal of "recover[ing] and restor[ing]
all species and populations of anadromous
and resident fish within the tra58
ditional lands of the Nez Perce Tribe.,
II. LEGAL ISSUES SURROUNDING THE CURRENT GILLNETTING PLAN

The current controversy surrounding the Nez Perce gillnetting plan has
died down. However, if the Tribe continues its plans to implement more
fisheries and issue more permits throughout the year and on a yearly basis,
the chance that the plan and the Tribe will face some form of legal challenge, either directly or through attempted regulation, could be great. This
section discusses the general legal issues surrounding the plan.

52. See Official Nez Perce Tribe Website, CulturalResources Program, http://www.nezperce.org/
content/Programs/cultural resourcesprogram.htm (last accessed April 20, 2007).
53. Id.
54. Marshall, supra n. 26, at 767.
55. Id. at 767-68.
56. Id. at 769. See also, Nez Perce Tribal Code §§ 3-1-45, 3-1-48 (amended 2003) available at
http://www.nezperce.org/-code/index.htm (setting forth strict procedures and restrictions for ceremonial
fishing and the use of ceremonial fish).
57. Official Nez Perce Tribe Website, Department of Fisheries Resources Management,
http://www.nezperce.org/-dfrnmindex.html (last accessed April 20, 2007).
58. Id. A more detailed discussion on the Nez Perce tribe's extensive involvement in the local
fisheries appears infra, Section IV.
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A. Treaty FishingRights and Government Regulation

As discussed in Section II above, when the Nez Perce Tribe signed the
Treaty of 1855, it reserved the "exclusive right of taking fish in all the
streams where running through or bordering [the reservation]" as well as
"the right of taking fish at all usual and accustomed places in common with
citizens of the Territory. ' 59 This or similar language appears in several
other treaties with northwest tribes, and the meaning of the language has
been litigated on several occasions. 60
As basic background, United States v. Winans6' deserves a mention. Winans stands as the seminal case for Indian treaty rights, especially regarding
off-reservation fishing rights.62 The case involved violations of the Yakima
Treaty by the Winans brothers, who were accused of obstructing and interfering with the Tribe's local fishery. 63 In affirming the Tribe's right to access and fish the usual and accustomed fisheries at issue in the case, the
Court created (or acknowledged) the reserved rights doctrine, a method of
treaty interpretation that is of extreme importance to Indian rights. 64 The
reserved rights doctrine, according to the Court in Winans, means that treaties are not "a grant of rights to the Indians, but a grant of rights from them
- a reservation of those not granted., 65 Thus, unless an Indian tribe relinquishes rights in a treaty, the rights are retained.
1. The Puyallup Decisions
Following Winans, the Supreme Court addressed several narrow (but important) issues involving treaty rights and the right of treaty Indians to fish
off-reservation at "all usual and accustomed places." 66 In 1968, however,
the Court announced a decision that would forever change the scope and
implications of treaty fishing rights.67 Puyallup I involved a treaty between
the United States and the Puyallup Tribe made in 1854 that contained lan-

59. Treaty with the Nez Perce, supra n. 43.
60. See infra, Section Il.
61. Winans, 198 U.S. at371.
62. Id. On-reservation fishing rights are so inherent to tribal
sovereignty that they do not depend
regulation. Menomion express language ina treaty,
and are generally beyond the scope of valid state
nee Tribe v. U.S., 391 U.S. 404, 405 (1968). But see Puyallup Tribe, Inc. v. Dept. of Game, 433 U.S.
165 (1977) [hereinafter Puyallup111]
(discussed infra section IlI(A)(I)).
63. Winans, 198 U.S. at 377.
64. Id. at 381.
65. Id.
66. See, e.g., Tulee v. Washington, 315 U.S. 681 (1942) (holding that states may not require a
license fee of Indians who fish off-reservation at usual and accustomed places); Seufert Bros. v. U.S.,
249 U.S. 194 (1918) (holding that the phrase "usual and accustomed places" extended to all land that
was usual and accustomed, despite the fact that said locations were beyond the boundary of lands considered ceded in the treaty); Maison v. Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation, 312
F.2d 169 (9th Cir. 1963).
67. Puyallup Tribe v. Dept. of Game, 391 U.S. 392 (1968) [hereinafter Puyallup ].
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guage similar to the Nez Perce treaty of 1855.68 Acting under those treaty
rights, Puyallup tribal fisherman fished at off-reservation usual and accustomed tribal fishing grounds located at both Commencement Bay in Washington and the mouth of the Puyallup River using set nets similar to the nets
at issue in the current Nez Perce gillnetting plan.69 As the Tribe conceded,
using set nets would be illegal if the laws and regulations of the State of
Washington applied to the tribal fisherman at these locations.7 °
Writing for the majority, Justice Douglas began by acknowledging prior
decisions that liberally construed the treaty language at issue in favor of the
Indians. 71 Despite stating that the Court would determine the scope of the
treaty rights with the appropriate liberal "spirit," the Court noted that while
the right to fish "at all usual and accustomed places" could not be destroyed, the treaty did not mention or secure the manner of fishing. 72 Because of this, the Court saw "no reason why the right of the Indians may not
also be regulated by an appropriate exercise of the police power of the
State., 73 Therefore, "the manner of fishing, the size of the take, the restriction of commercial fishing, and the like may be regulated by the State in the
interest of conservation, provided the regulation meets appropriate standards and does not discriminate against Indians. 74
As the first ruling to uphold a state's power to regulate Indian treaty fishing, Puyallup I was a grave defeat for tribes. The opinion did, however,
contain a glimmer of hope. Regarding the ability of the states to regulate in
the interest of conservation under their general police power, the Puyallup I
Court noted that the legal propriety of any such conservation measures must
be measured by whether it was reasonable and necessary for the conservation of fish.75 Because the trial court never determined whether the states
conservation measures in Puyallup I were "reasonable and necessary," the
Court left the question open, noting that any further consideration "must
also cover the issue
of equal protection implicit in the treaty phrase 'in
76
common with.',
68. Id. at 393, 395. Rather than securing the right to take fish at "all usual and accustomed places,"
the Puyallup treaty secured the right of taking "at all usual and accustomed grounds and stations." The
Puyallup Court found no need to differentiate between the two phrases. Id. at 398.
69. Id. at 396.
70. Id.
71. Id. at 397-98.
72. Id. at 398.
73. Id.
74. Id. A full-on critique of the Puyallup I decision is beyond the scope of this Comment. It is
worth noting, however, that the Court's decision seems to be contrary to the Winans holding that treaties
are not "a grant of rights to the Indians, but a grant of rights from them-a reservation of those not
granted." Winans, 198 U.S. at 381. For an in depth criticism of the Puyallup I decision, see Ralph W.
Johnson, The States Versus Indian Off-Reservation Fishing: A United States Supreme Court Error,47
Wash. L. Rev. 207 (1972).
75. Puyallup 1, 391 U.S. at 402. Generally, due process standards relating to the exercise of state
police power only require reasonableness. Id.
76. Id. at 402-03.
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Several subsequent decisions have clarified the Puyallup I requirements
for state regulation. Conservation, for instance, means more than just the
general maintenance of the species; "properly understood," it refers to pro77
cedures and practices "designed to forestall the imminence of extinction.,
The regulation must be the "least restrictive" alternative method available.78
The state regulations must "accord the Tribes a fair opportunity to take, by
reasonable means, a fair and equitable share of the fish from each run. 79
Further, along with the regulation itself being necessary, the applicationof
those conservation measures to Indians must also be necessary. 80
Following Puyallup I, the Washington Department of Fisheries, which
oversaw salmon fishing, changed its regulations to allow Indian net fishing
for salmon in the Puyallup River. 81 The Department of Game, however,
which handled steelhead fishing, continued a total prohibition on net fishing
for steelhead.82 The Supreme Court of Washington upheld the regulations,
stating that the prohibition of net fishing for steelhead was proper because
the catch of the steelhead sports fishery left no more steelhead than were
necessary for the species' conservation.83 In reversing the Supreme Court
of Washington's decision, the United States Supreme Court held that the
ban on all net fishing (thereby only allowing hook and line fishing) granted,
in effect, the entire run to sports fisherman, and therefore improperly discriminated against treaty fisherman. 84 The aim in these cases, the Supreme
Court said, is to "accommodate the rights of Indians under the Treaty and
the rights of other people" through devising a formula such that the steelhead catch could be "fairly apportioned. 85
The "end" of the Puyallup saga arose when a federal court made a collateral ruling with potentially extreme implications to the Puyallup Tribe's
fishing rights: the Ninth Circuit held that the Puyallup Reservation, which
many had considered was no longer in existence, still existed.86 As such,
Puyallup I and II became on-reservation cases and not off-reservation
cases. The case went back to the United States Supreme Court with the
argument that federal pre-emption of on-reservation Indian affairs prohibited any state regulation of the Puyallup's on-reservation fishing. 87 The
Supreme Court rejected this argument, stating that such an argument, in
77.
78.
79.

U.S. v. Oregon, 718 F.2d 299, 305 (9th Cir. 1983).
U.S. v. Oregon, 769 F.2d 1410, 1416 (9th Cir. 1985).
Id. This comment discusses the "fair portion" element of these treaty-fishing cases infra,

section II(A)(3).
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80. Antoine v. Washington, 420 U.S. 194, 207 (1975).
81. Dept. of Game of Washington v. Puyallup Tribe, 414 U.S. 44, 46 (1973) [hereinafter Puyallup
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.

Id.
Id.
Id. at 48.
Id. at 49.
U.S. v. Washington, 496 F.2d 620 (9th Cir. 1974).
Puyallup 111, 433 U.S. at 174 (1977).
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practical effect, asserts exclusive control of the steelhead run, a control that
was rejected in the previous Puyallup cases.88 Thus, in Puyallup III the
Supreme Court for the first time allowed state regulation of on-reservation
tribal fishing.
2. Share and Share Alike: Apportionment of Harvest
While the three Puyallup cases were making their way through the
courts, lower courts were also dealing with the issue of apportioning the
runs between the tribal and non-tribal fisherman. 89 The United States Supreme Court finally addressed the issue in Washington v. Washington State
Commercial PassengerFishing Vessel Ass'n.90 The Court began by affirming what was (for the most part) already known: the Stevens treaties secured not only the opportunity to take fish, but the actual right to take a
share of each run that passes through a Tribe's fishing areas. 9 1 To get the
appropriate level of apportionment, the Court held that an equitable measure of the common right should start at equal 50/50 shares of the harvestable fish.92 The treaty share could then be reduced "if tribal needs may be
satisfied by a lesser amount. 9 3 The Court emphasized that the 50 percent
figure imposes a maximum, but not a minimum, allocation to secure numbers "so much as, but no more than, is necessary to provide the Indians with
a livelihood-that is to say, a moderate living. 94 The Court went on to
explain that if, for example, a tribe's numbers diminished to a few members, or if the tribe found other sources of support that would lead to an
abandonment of its fisheries, a 50 percent allocation would be "manifestly
inappropriate."95
Subsequent litigation has led to the expansion of some of the standards in
Commercial Passenger Fishing Vessel Ass'n.96 For the purposes of this
comment, it is sufficient to note that the Ninth Circuit has held that the 50
percent allocation includes hatchery fish produced by the states, and the 50
percent allocation applies to the whole harvestable run, not just the total
number of fish actually caught. 97 Further, if either party is unable or un88. Id. at 177.
89. See U.S. v. Washington, 384 F. Supp. 312 (W.D. Wash. 1974); PugetSound GilinettersAssn v.
Moos, 88 Wash. 2d 677 (1977); U.S v. Washington, 459 F.Supp. 1020 (W.D. Wash), aftd, 573 F.2d
1123 (9th Cir. 1978).
90. Washington v. Washington State Commercial PassengerFishing Vessel Assn. et al., 443 U.S.
658 (1979).
91. Id. at 679.
92. Id. at 685.
93. Id.
94. Id. at 686.
95. Id. at 687.
96. Federal district courts in both Oregon and Washington maintained jurisdiction over any continuing treaty allotment issues. See U.S. v.Oregon, 913 F.2d 576 (9th Cir. 1990).
97. U.S. v. Washington, 759 F.2d 1353 (9th Cir. 1985) (en banc); U.S. v. Washington, 774 F.2d
1470 (9th Cir. 1985).
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willing to take its entire share, the other party may exceed its own, so long
98
as the total catch is within the harvestable limit.
3. EndangeredSpecies Act
In June 1998, NOAA Fisheries officially listed steelhead of the Snake
River Basin as a threatened species under the Endangered Species Act.99
Generally, takings of a threatened species are subject to specific provisions
promulgated by the appropriate federal agency, in this case, the National
Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). 10 For years, legal
scholars have debated the issue of whether the Endangered Species Act
abrogates tribal treaty fishing rights so as to limit or prevent the taking of
threatened or endangered species such as the steelhead, and no courts in
recent years have ruled on the issue.' 0 ' At the present time, the answer to
the question is not extremely pertinent due to the fact that, for the most part,
the ESA federal agencies and the tribes have parallel interests in protecting
the species. 102 Because of this, in 1997 the Secretary of the Interior & the
Secretary of Commerce issued a joint order to the appropriate agencies "acknowledg[ing] the trust responsibility and treaty obligations of the United
States toward Indian tribes and tribal members" and, when protection of a
listed species (such as steelhead) is necessary, requiring agencies to work
with the tribes on a "government-to-government" basis to "harmonize[] the
federal trust responsibility to tribes, tribal sovereignty, and [the ESA]

...so

03
as to avoid or minimize the potential for conflict and confrontation."'
Based on this order, so long as an agency such as NOAA does not determine that implementing a tribal plan would "appreciably reduce the likelihood of survival and recovery," and regardless of whether the ESA abrogates tribal treaty rights, tribal plans such as the Nez Perce gillnetting plan
are not subject to take prohibitions. °4

98. U.S. v. Washington, 761 F.2d 1404 (9th Cir. 1985).
99. EndangeredSpecies Act, supra n. 15; Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Plants; Listing
of Several Evolutionary Significant Units of West Coast Steelhead, 63 Fed. Reg. 32,996 (June 17,
1998).
100. 16 U.S.C. § 1533(d) (2006).
101. See Matthew G. McHenry, The Worst of Times: A Tale of Two Fishes in the Klamath Basin, 33
Envtl. L. 1019, 1037 (2003). A complete discussion on whether the ESA abrogates treaty fishing rights
is beyond the scope of this Comment, however, for an in-depth analysis of the case law surrounding the
issue, see Miller, supra n. 24.
102. McHenry, supra n. 101, at 1041.
103. American Indian Tribal Rights, Federal-Tribal Trust Responsibilities, and the Endangered
Species Act, Secretarial Order 3206 (June 5, 1997) (available at http://www.fws.gov/endangeredltribaV
Esatribe.htm) (this order was issued jointly by John Doe, Secretary of the Interior and James Roe, Secretary of Commerce).
104. Nez Perce Fisheries Plan Mostly Aimed at Next Year, The Columbia Basin Bulletin (Feb. 2,
2007).
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B. Application to the Nez Perce Gillnetting Plan
On its face, and aside from the angry letters and the fact that gillnetting is
clearly illegal under Idaho law, 0 5 the Nez Perce gillnetting plan does not
seem too controversial legally. By its terms, any fishing under the plan
would take place in the Clearwater mainstem or North Fork, or in the lower
Snake River between its confluence with the Imnaha River and the Hells
Canyon dams.' °6 Much of the mainstem of the Clearwater runs through the
Nez Perce reservation, while the other spots designated in the fishery are all
located within lands ceded in the Nez Perce treaty of 1863.107 Thus,
whether the announced gillnetting locations are usual and accustomed
places should not be an issue.
While the conservation of Snake River steelhead is an obvious issue
given their ESA threatened status, the case law discussed above indicates
that unless the Nez Perce go well beyond what they have planned and what
they have announced, the State of Idaho will have a hard time justifying
regulating the Tribe's steelhead fishery. The rule announced in Puyallup I
is that regulation based on conservation must be "reasonable and necessary"
for the conservation of fish.10 8 This must be coupled with subsequent rulings holding that the treaties secured not only the opportunity to take fish,
but also an actual share of each run, "so much as is necessary to provide the
Indians with a livelihood - that is to say, a moderate living."' 1 9 Further,
any state regulation must "accord the Tribes a fair opportunity to take, by
reasonable means, a fair portion of the fish from each run."' 110
While native steelhead are threatened, 2005-2006 counts for steelhead
running through the Snake and Clearwater Rivers (hatchery and natural
origin) totaled close to 160,000 fish,' of which approximately 16 percent
were of natural origin." 2 Up to 80 percent of those fish are considered harvestable. 1 3 The Nez Perce Tribe has only caught an average of 1,000
steelhead a year over the past few years, while sports fishermen have harvested at least 72,000 fish a year during the same time period. 14 Joe Oat105. Idaho Code Ann. § 36-902(c) (2006).
106. Nez Perce FisheriesPlan Mostly Aimed at Next Year, supra n. 104.
107. Phinney, supra n. 18, at 4; Seufert Bros., 249 U.S. at 194 (noting that a usual and accustomed
location is more easily identifiable if it was a part of a tribe's ceded lands).
108. Puyallup 1, 391 U.S. at 401; supra n. 14.
109. Washington State Commercial Passenger Fishing Vessel Ass'n, 443 U.S. at 679,686.
110. U.S. v. Oregon, 769 F.2d at 1416.
111. Idaho Department of Fish and Game, Ten Year Cumulative Steelhead Counts, http://fishand
game.idaho.gov/cms/fish/steelhead/history.cfm (last accessed May 8, 2007). This number is well above
the counts in the mid to late 90s. Id.
112. Report, Idaho Department of Fish and Game, Snake River Basin Steelhead (Aug. 10., 2005)
available at http://fishandgame.idaho.gov/cms/tech/CDC/cwcs appf/Steelhead%20(Snake%20River%
20basin).pdf In contrast, the Puyallup cases involved runs of only 16,000 to 18,000 steelhead annually.
Puyallup I1,414 U.S. at 47.
113. Gary, supra n. 7.
114. Rebecca A. Miles, Op-Ed, Tribe Provides For as Well as Harvests Fish, The Lewiston Morning Tribune 2F (Jan. 28, 2007). These numbers are not provided to argue that there is no need to worry
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man, a member of the Nez Perce Tribe's Fish and Wildlife Commission,
does not believe that it would be possible for the Tribe to take its share
without the use of gillnets.1 5 Thus, in order to "accord the [Nez Perce] a
fair opportunity to take" its rightful share of the fisheries,' 16 the use of gillnets seemingly could not be regulated by the State of Idaho17so long as the
catch numbers are within the established harvestable limits.
One of the major issues with the gillnetting plan is the fact that, unlike a
sports fisherman, gillnets do not differentiate between hatchery fish and
natural origin steelhead.' 8 If gillnets were to be used full force and unrestrained until the Tribe reached its 50 percent share of the runs, the number
of wild fish caught along with hatchery fish could be substantial, and extremely harmful to future wild runs. In such a situation, even with the large
number of hatchery fish available in the rivers, some sort of regulation in
order to conserve the wild runs might be in order. While the Tribe's goal is
to use gillnets to take a greater share of their 50 percent portion of the
runs,"19 the Tribe has not stated that the ultimate goal was to take all of its
50 percent. On the contrary, from the beginning the Tribe has maintained
that the fishery would be subject to close watch in order to keep an accurate
count of wild fish caught, and when that number reaches the point where
the wild run could be affected (approximately 1,360 wild steelhead), the
fishery
would be restricted to selective fishing methods such as hook and
20
line. 1
Those tribal goals should also alleviate any concerns regarding whether
the Nez Perce Tribe's plan will conflict with NOAA management under the
Endangered Species Act. As discussed above, based on the goal of government-to-government respect and discussion regarding the implementation of plans touching on tribal natural resources and treaty rights, the
NOAA and the tribes generally work together to ensure that tribal plans do
The Nez Perce Tribe sent a
not negatively impact threatened species.
copy of the proposed gillnetting plan to NOAA in early December; however, NOAA was unable to respond before the January fishery took
place.' 22 Bob Lohn, a NOAA Fisheries administrator, sent a letter to the
about steelbead populations, but merely to show that the harvest is still substantial, and that Nez Perce
Tribe has participated very little; certainly well below their share.
115. Barker, supra n. 3.
116. What is fair apportionment will be discussed infra, Section IV.
117. U.S. v. Oregon, 769 F.2d at 1416. While this conclusion makes sense based on precedent,
because of a successful (for the most part) negotiation approach between tribes and the states following
the Puyallup and Commercial PassengerVessel decisions, there is very little case law or indication of
what fits into the "reasonable and necessary" category of conservation regulation. The potential for
negotiation in this case is discussed infra, section IV.
118. Barker, supra n. 3. Sport fishermen are required to release all wild fish caught. Id.
119. Id.
120. Id.
121. Supra nn. 99-103.
122. Nez Perce Fisheries Plan Mostly Aimed at Next Year, supra n. 104.
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Tribe in January informing it that it would not be able to complete its assessment of the plan for several months and expressing concern over how
the Tribe planned to implement the fisheries to stay within the proposed
harvest rate for wild fish. 123 However, considering the statements of the
Nez Perce Tribe through Joe Oatman 124 and Rebecca Miles 125 regarding the
goal of specific management of the harvest to remain within proper impact
levels, it is doubtful that NOAA will find an issue with the Nez Perce gillnetting plan.
Thus, considering the location of the fishery, the number of harvested
fish per year, and the Tribe's assertions regarding their approach to the
fishery, the gillnet plan does not seem to reach the levels where State regulation would be permitted under Puyallup I, II, and III. Further, while the
Tribe's decision to move forward with the fishery without full approval
from NOAA is unexpected, it does not appear that there would be ESA
problems so long as the Tribe follows its pre-announced plans to carefully
observe the fishery and maintain harvest levels below those that would
negatively impact the steelhead runs.
IV. THE GILLNETTING PLAN AND ONGOING EFFORTS TO ENHANCE THE
FISHERIES

The central purpose of the Nez Perce gillnetting plan is to increase the
Tribe's take of steelhead for commercial use. 126 Viewing it in that light, on
its surface the plan is geared more towards the Tribe's economic selfdetermination than it is to the Tribe's efforts regarding the conservation of
anadromous fish. Such a goal is certainly admirable, and the Tribe has had
success in recent years developing and enhancing the economic status of
the reservation. After building the Clearwater River Casino on the reservation, tribal enterprises rose nearly 300 percent, while employment increased
250 percent.127 This was most important during the winter season, when
tribal unemployment rates usually reached close to 70 percent. 128 In 2006,
Tribal enterprises earned almost $15,700,000 and employed approximately
500 of the 3,300 tribal members.129 Regardless of this success, the comparatively smaller-scale economic development that a commercial fishery
would provide should not be looked down upon. This section, however,
will focus on how the plan might aid in the Tribe's goal of anadromous fish

123. Id.
124. Supran. 115.
125. Miles, supra n. 114.
126. Gary, supra n. 7.
127. Wyatt Buchanan & Jade Janes, Nez Perce Tribe Economic Development, http://www.uidaho.
edu/idahonatives/nez/index.html (last accessed May 8, 2007).
128. Id.
129. Rebecca Miles, Idaho Council on Indian Affairs, Nez Perce Tribe Presentation, http://www.
legislature.idaho.gov/sessioninfo/2005/lnterim/indian022 l addendum l.pdf (last accessed May 8, 2007).
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conservation, beginning by discussing the Tribe's past and continuing efforts.
A. Columbia River Inter-TribalFish Commission
In 1977, following several key lower court decisions regarding the recognition of tribes as fish regulators and managers as well as harvesters, the
Nez Perce Tribe, along with the three other tribes who possess treaty fishing rights in the Columbia basin (Yakama, Warm Springs, and Umatilla
Tribes) founded the Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission
(CRITFC), an inter-tribal group that places heavy emphasis on resource
management and habitat protection. 130 CRITFC employs several biologists,
public information specialists, policy analysts, and other administrators who
work in fishery policy, analysis, advocacy planning, and harvest control, all
with the goal of returning salmon
to the rivers through appropriate overall
131
management of the fisheries.
Following the allocation cases of the late 1970s, CRITFC was the unified
tribal voice in the creation of the Columbia River Fish Management Plan
approved by the court in 1988.132 The plan was the culmination of negotiations lasting from 1983 to 1988.13' The Columbia River Management Plan
established procedures "to provide a framework within which the Parties
may exercise their sovereign powers in a coordinated and systematic manner in order to protect, rebuild and enhance upper Columbia River fish runs
while providing harvests for both Indian and non-Indian fisheries.' 34 Pursuant to this co-management status, in 1995, CRITFC published a tribal
restoration plan, Wy-Kan-Us-Mi Wa-Kish-Wit (The Spirit of the Salmon),
which focuses not only on restoration and protection of natural-origin
salmon, but also on restoring and protecting habitat. 135 The plan proposes a
"gravel-to-gravel" approach to fish management, meaning that fish management must address all parts of the136salmon's life history, including tributaries, mainstem, estuary, and ocean.
CRITFC, along with the Spirit of the Salmon plan, remains a positive
and present force to this day. Based on its extensive research regarding fish
130. Michael C. Blumm & Brett Swift, The Indian Treaty PiscaryProfit and Habitat Protection in
the PacificNorthwest: A Property Rights Approach, 69 U. Colo. L. Rev. 407, 460 (1998).
131. Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission, Main Page, http://www.citfc.org/text/
work.html (last accessed May 8, 2007).
132. U.S. v. Oregon, 699 F.Supp. 1456 (D. Or. 1988). U.S. v. Or. is the consolidated case over
which the Federal District Court of Oregon maintained jurisdiction of allocation and fishery issues. The
overall matter is U.S. v. Or., Civ. No. 68-513-MA.
133. Id. at 1460.
134. Columbia River Management Plan, (Oct. 7, 1988) available at http://www.critfc.org/legal/crfmp88.html.
135. Matthew Johnson, What Would the Salmon Say? An Argument for Supplementation to Help
Rebuild Naturally Reproducing Salmon Populations in the Columbia Basin, 24 Pub. Land & Res. L.
Rev. 45, 68 (2004).
136. Id.
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management and the status of the fish, CRITFC publishes yearly comprehensive River Operations Plans and comments on any applicable federal
agency Biological Opinion.137 The Nez Perce Tribe remains highly active
in CR1TFC's "consensus
over majority" decision-making procedures and
38
implementation. 1
B. Nez Perce Water Rights Cases and Settlement
In 1994, the Nez Perce Tribe sued the Idaho Power Company seeking
compensation for declines in fall and spring Chinook salmon runs occasioned by the operation of dams in the middle Snake River. 139 The Tribe
based its claims on its 1855 treaty reserving the right of exclusive onreservation fishing and the taking of fish at all usual and accustomed
places. 14° The Tribe asserted that the Hells Canyon dam complex violated
its treaty rights by reducing the number of fish in the annual runs and
claimed that it was entitled to compensation for that loss of fish in the form
of monetary damages.' 4 ' The District Court of Idaho rejected these claims,
stating that the Tribe "does not have a vested property interest in a certain
fixed quantity of fish in the annual runs" because the treaty only created a
limited interest in which the Tribe possessed "only an opportunity to exploit" the runs. 14 2 This holding seems to directly contradict the Supreme
Court's holding in Washington State Commercial PassengerFishing Vessel
Ass'n v. Washington.143 Following the defeat in Idaho Power Company, the
Nez Perce Tribe focused on protection of treaty rights and salmon habitat
through water rights claims before the Snake River Basin Adjudication
Court. 144 There, the Tribe experienced further defeat, as the court held that
off-reservation fishing rights did not include any appurtenant water rights,
and that
the Tribe therefore did not possess any compensable property
145
rights.
These adverse decisions almost certainly had an impact on the Nez Perce
Tribe's decision to reach and enter a settlement of the SRBA claims. 46 The

137. See Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission Web Page, Legal Briefs & Comments,
http://www.critfc.org/legalllegal.html (last accessed May 8, 2007).
138. Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission Web Page, Columbia River Treaty Tribes,
http://www.critfc.org/text/tribes.html (last accessed May 8, 2007).
139. Nez Perce Tribe v. Idaho Power Co., 847 F. Supp. 791 (D. Idaho 1994).
140. Id. at 794.
141. Id.
142. Id. at 795.
143. See supra nn. 90-94 and accompanying text; Hays, supra n. 12.
144. Hays, supra n. 12 at 881; In re SRBA, No. 39576, Subcase No. 03-10022 (Idaho Dist. Ct. Nov.
10, 1999). Under water rights precedent, the Nez Perce priority date on any valid water right would
precede any other valid right in the state. Michael C. Blumm et al., Judicial Termination of Treaty
Water Rights: The Snake River Case, 36 Idaho L. Rev. 449 (2000).
145. In re SRBA, No. 39576. For a complete discussion and critique of the SRBA decision, see
generally Blumm et al., supra n. 144.
146. Hays, supra n. 12, at 874.
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settlement, finalized in May 2007, 141 was in some ways both a victory and
defeat for the Tribe. While the Tribe released its claims to off-reservation
water rights, 148 it gained several benefits that could not have been obtained
through litigation. 49 In addition to several million dollars in government
trust funds, the settlement transfers to the Tribe varying levels of management over federal hatcheries located on the Nez Perce reservation, a move
that will coincide with the Tribe's current involvement in regional hatchery
programs.150 Further, the state will implement flow augmentation measures
that are aimed at assisting fish survival in the Snake River.' 5' The settlement contains several other components, all related in some way to the
Tribe's ultimate goal 52of protecting and revitalizing the water and fish populations of the region.
C. PotentialRole of the Gillnetting Plan
Aside from the commercial success the gillnet fishery could lead to, the
plan has the potential to affect the Tribe on a broader range of issues. One
of the central issues of the proposed fishery is the 50/50 split of the harvest
between treaty and non-Indian fishermen. While the Tribe and the press
describe the Tribe's share as 50 percent, in reality there has not been an
actual judicial determination that 50 percent is indeed the appropriate allocation. During judicial review of the Columbia River Management Plan in
1988, the State of Idaho objected to the plan due to the fact that it only
specified a 50/50 harvest allocation on the mainstem of the Columbia River
without limiting the take of tribal treaty fishermen in the Columbia's tributaries (including the Snake River in Idaho) thus amounting to double dipping. 153 On review of the district court's holding dismissing Idaho's objections and adopting the plan, the Ninth Circuit held that the plan's sharing
formula was fair under the circumstances, and that a "subplan" would upset
the "delicate balance" achieved by the parties. 54 Thus, the Columbia River
Management Plan does not specifically address the allocation of fish in the
Clearwater and Snake Rivers. Based on basic jurisdictional principles, it
would appear that if it came to it, the Federal District Court of Idaho and
not Judge Redding of the District Court of Oregon (who presides over
United States v. Oregon) would have jurisdiction over the allocation of fish
in these waters. In short, allocation in this case could become a new and
crucial issue.
147.
2007).
148.
149.
150.
151.

Eric Barker, Tribal Water Rights Deal is Sealed, The Lewiston Morning Tribune 1A (May 1,
Hays, supra n. 12, at 888.
Id.
Id. at 889.
Id.

152. Id.
153. U.S. v. Oregon, 699 F. Supp. at 1461.
154. U.S. v. Oregon, 913 F.2d at 585.
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If allocation does become an issue, it is possible that the Nez Perce Tribe
would take the opportunity it did in the water rights cases and in United
States v. Oregon and attempt to gain more control over the steelhead fisheries through a settlement with the State of Idaho.155 While the question of
whether an eventual settlement such as this is an actual goal of the Nez
Perce Tribe or even an ancillary purpose of the gillnetting plan cannot be
answered with any certainty and would be purely speculative, comments
made by Tribal members indicate that the Tribe's concerns go well beyond
establishing a successful commercial fishery. In her Op-Ed piece published
in the Lewiston Morning Tribune, Rebecca Miles, chair of the Nez Perce
Tribal Executive Committee, responded to local criticism of the Tribe's
gillnetting plan by focusing on the Tribe's extensive work towards steelhead restoration, and to note her and the Tribe's displeasure over how the
runs and the steelhead hatcheries are managed. 156 In another interview, Ms.
Miles was quoted as saying that the Tribe "would rather have the hatcheries
managed to boost the wild runs and to provide a fishery as well... [but] the
steelhead hatcheries are just not managed that way."'' 57 Given the Tribe's
dissatisfaction with the way steelhead fisheries are handled, it would seem
that some form of settlement or agreement that involved the Tribe stepping
back from its gillnet plans in exchange for more control over the hatchery,
or an agreement regarding how the hatcheries are managed would appease
both parties. Such an agreement could come about either through some
form of judicial settlement such as the Columbia River Management Plan,
or through some informal agreement. Given the presence of what some
commentators have called a "hostile [Idaho] judiciary" when it comes to
interpreting Nez Perce treaty rights, 158 it might be in the Nez Perce Tribe's
best interest to avoid judicial allocation and simply enter into some form of
informal agreement.
V.

CONCLUSION

From time immemorial to the present, the anadromous fish of the Clearwater, Snake, and Columbia Rivers have been a crucial part of Nez Perce
society and culture. While the Tribe's gillnetting plan could be viewed as
simply deepening the wedge that already exists between the Nez Perce and
the people of the region, it is important that the Tribe reminds the State and
the people of the region that in the 1855 treaties the Tribe reserved the fish155. See suprann. 130-151.
156. Miles, supra n. 114. The State of Idaho operates 19 hatcheries statewide, and has historically
focused on maintaining viable fisheries without harming native fish. Idaho Department of Fish and
Game, Policy Paper, Salmon and Steelhead Recovery (Dec. 20, 1996) available at http://www.cyberlearn.com/commis.htm.
157. Gary, supra n. 7.
158. Michael C. Blumm et. al., The Mirage of Indian Reserved Water Rights and Western Streamflow Restoration in the McCarran Amendment Era: A Promise Unfulfilled, 36 Envtl. L. 1157, 11941199 (2006).
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ing rights that it recognized as crucial to the continued existence of the
Tribe and its culture. In doing so, the Tribe might also have the opportunity
to continue to become more involved in the way the fisheries are managed.
If nothing else, the issuance of the single gillnet permit and the catching of
one fish was worth it to simply remind outsiders of the importance of the
fish to the Nez Perce people, and to perhaps raise awareness and discussion
regarding what can be done to restore the abundant number of fish that once
existed in the region not so long ago.

